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4ABSTRACT
Pipeline for the Analysis of ChIP-seq Data and New Motif
Ranking Procedure
Haitham Ashoor
This thesis presents a computational methodology for ab-initio identification of
transcription factor binding sites based on ChIP-seq data. This method consists
of three main steps, namely ChIP-seq data processing, motif discovery and models
selection. A novel method for ranking the models of motifs identified in this process
is proposed.
This method combines multiple factors in order to rank the provided candidate
motifs. It combines the model coverage of the ChIP-seq fragments that contain motifs
from which that model is built, the suitable background data made up of shuﬄed
ChIP-seq fragments, and the p-value that resulted from evaluating the model on
actual and background data.
Two ChIP-seq datasets retrieved from ENCODE project are used to evaluate and
demonstrate the ability of the method to predict correct TFBSs with high precision.
The first dataset relates to neuron-restrictive silencer factor, NRSF, while the second
one corresponds to growth-associated binding protein, GABP. The pipeline system
shows high precision prediction for both datasets, as in both cases the top ranked
motif closely resembles the known motifs for the respective transcription factors.
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Chapter I
Introduction
I.1 Background
Genes play an essential role in any living cell. Their activity is necessary to sustain
the vital living cell processes [25]. Genes activate differentially in response to different
conditions or cellular demands. For example, humans have different types of cells.
Different organs also have many cell types, like those in brain, liver, blood, etc. One
of the differences between different cell types is that each is characterized by a specific
set of genes active in that cell type. Other cell types require generally different set
of genes to be active [27]. So, gene activities differ from one cell type to another
and characterize different cell types. The level of activity of genes is known as gene
expression. When a gene is active in the cell, it is said to be expressed, and if the
gene is not active in the cell then it is said that the gene is not expressed. The process
that controls gene expression is known as gene regulation [28].
Gene regulation process is mainly controlled by proteins called transcription fac-
tors (TFs) [16]. These proteins control when and how much genes express. In order to
make such control on the gene, TFs have to bind to specific short sequence motifs on
DNA [28]. These motifs are called transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs). Iden-
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tifying these motifs can help in determining which TFs control which genes, which
eventually help us to better understand gene regulation process.
TFBSs are short DNA sequences (motifs) with length in the range of 5 to 25 base
pairs (bps) [40]. When several motifs are very similar to each other we can think of
them as belonging to the same motif family. In this way TFBSs form many different
motif families [41]. Individual TFs normally bind to the TFBSs of selected motif
families [28].
Although there is a large number of human TFs, binding sites are known only
for a small number of them [53, 2]. It is thus of great importance to identify from
experiments the binding sites for TFs for which we still do not know TFBSs.
I.2 Motivation
Identification of TFBSs problem has been and remains an important field of research.
Methods to solve this problem varied between experimental approaches and compu-
tational approaches. Recently, methods based on Chromatin Immunoprecipitation
(ChIP) [34] were developed. One of these is the ChIP-sequencing (or ChIP-seq)
method [52]. Generally, ChIP-seq is used to identify protein-DNA interaction, where
the binding of TFs to TFBSs is one type of these interactions. ChIP-seq method is
also used to identify histone modifications [50], etc.
Emerging ChIP-seq technology generates large amounts of data that contains
TFBSs location for a given TF. While ChIP-seq data points to regions where TFs
bind to DNA, it does not explicitly demarcate individual TFBSs. There are a number
of systems/methods that identify TFBSs from ChIP-seq data [32, 36, 46].
In this study, we developed an integrated method to identify TFBS families from
ChIP-seq determined binding regions. The method relies on the Dragon Motif Finder
[7], a new parallelized version of the Dragon Motif Builder algorithm [17] that identi-
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fies families of the short DNA sequences enriched in the DNA sequence sets as opposed
to some background. A new (to the best of my knowledge) ranking algorithm that
identifies the best TFBS motif family determined from ChIP-seq data is proposed.
some of the advantages of the proposed pipeline system are that:
(a) it examines heuristically a very large space of motifs (motif families with motif
length 5 to 20 bp) potentially enriched in the ChIP-seq data,
(b) it is very fast as it relies on the parallel version of the Dragon Motif Finder system.
The pipeline is successfully evaluated on the two ChIP-seq datasets, demonstrating
its usefulness.
I.3 Problem Formulation
In order to define the problem of identifying TFBSs, we need to specify it in a more
rigid mathematical setup. Let us first introduce several definitions relevant in the
context of our problem. Before that let R+ stands for a set of positive real numbers.
Definition 1. Let N = {A,C,G, T} be an alphabet consisting of 4 characters A, C,
G, and T.
Definition 2. A sequence is a string s of characters . A position j of a character cj
in the string s is determined by counting position of cj from the start of the string s,
with the first character in s having the position of 1. The length L of the string is
determined by the position of the last character in s. A string s will be denoted by
(cj) : cj ∈ N, j = 1, .., L, when necessary.
Definition 3. Let s be a sequence of length L governed by Definition 2. The reverse
complement sequence r of s is a string r of characters obtained by: a) reversing the
order of characters in s from the last position in s towards the first position in s, and
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b) replacing each of the characters A, C, G, T by T, G, C, A, respectively. Sequence
s is called forward sequence relative to r.
Definition 4. A motif m is a sequence that fits Definition 2.
Definition 5. A motif family M is a finite set of motifs having the same length.
Definition 6. A position weight matrix (PWM) P = (pij), pij ∈ R+, is a matrix
obtained from a set of motifs that form a motif family M. The four rows correspond
to A, C, G, and T characters, respectively. We denote A = z1, C = z2, G = z3, and
T = z4. Each entry pij of the matrix P can be defined as:
pij =
fij∑L
j=1maxi(fij)
,
where fij is the frequency of the character cj found at position j in all motifs in M.
Definition 7. Let P = (pij) be a PWM with L columns. The Matching score, Score :
s→ ms ∈ R+, is obtained by matching a sequence s = (cj) to P as follows:
Score =
L∑
j=1
4∑
i=1
pij ⊗ cj,
pij ⊗ cj =


pij : cj = zi
0 : cj 6= zi
Definition 8. Information content (ICj) of a column j of PWM P=(pij) from Def-
inition 6 is defined as:
ICj = 2−
4∑
i=1
pijlog(pij).
Information content (IC) of P is defined as:
IC =
L∑
j=1
ICj
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Definition 9. Let M = {mj} be a family of motifs mj. M defines the threshold τ as:
τ = minj(Score(mj) : mj ∈M).
Definition 10. Let S be a finite set of n sequences. Let nt be the number of sequences
in S that contain at least one motif from M. The coverage C(M,S) of S by M is defined
as nt/n.
Definition 11. Let St and Sb be two given sets of sequences, with each of the se-
quences having the length greater or equal to L. If M is a set of motifs of length L,
the significance of M is determined by a monotonously decreasing function
F : p-value→ F (p-value) ∈ R+
where the p-value is determined based on the null hypothesis that C(M,St) ≤ C(M,Sb).
Now we can define the problems we deal with in determining TFBSs.
Problem 1. Let S = {si}, where each si has length Li ≥ L, and Li, L are positive
integers. Let τ ∈ R+ such that 0 < τ ≤ 1. Find a family M of motifs of length L
from sequences si and their reverse complements ri, so that:
maxM (IC(P (M)) : maxC(M,S); ∀mi ∈M, Score(mi) ≥ τ)
where P is a PWM defined by M.
Problem 2. Let St and Sb be two given sets of sequences that fit Definition 11.
Let Mj fit Definition 11 and let {Mj} be a finite set of such Mj. If F is a function
from Definition 11, then rank Mj according to decreasing values determined by
C(Mj, St)× F (p-value).
17
The concepts defined in this section will take specific forms in our implementation
of possible solutions of the above mentioned problems. For example, one family of
TFBSs can be associated to one motif family M.
I.4 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses TFBS
identification methods in general. Chapter 3 explains the computational analysis of
ChIP-seq data. Chapter 4 describes all implementation details of the system, while
Chapter 5 presents the results and discussions. Conclusions are given in Chapter 6.
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Chapter II
Identification Methods for
Transcription Factor Binding Sites
Since TFBSs are key components in the transcription regulation process, many meth-
ods were developed to identify such type of DNA motifs. These methods vary in their
character: some of these are experimental, some are computational, while others are
combination of experimental and computational (hybrid). This chapter contains short
review of these three types of methods with some examples of each type.
II.1 Experimental Approaches
In a biological context TFBSs are short segments of DNA that bind regulatory pro-
teins, TFs, and protein complexes they form. Many experimental methods were
developed for identifying TFBSs. Examples of these methods include: Systematic
Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment (SELEX) [10], DNase I Footprint-
ing [14], X-ray crystallography [4], DNA-cellulose chromatography [43]. We will only
make short reference to the first two methods.
SELEX method mimics the process of natural selection [10]. A large random
group of DNA sequences of known length are generated to match a specific protein
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targets, TFs in this case. Each of these sequences is surrounded by recognizable DNA
ends (upstream end is called 5′ while downstream end is 3′) which serve as primers.
Initially, it is attempted that all sequences bound to a selected target TF. Sequences
that do not bind are excluded from further consideration. Sequences that bind with
different affinity will be kept to the next stage. In the next stage the threshold of
affinity is increased, leading to further elimination of candidate sequences. The same
process is repeated until the all the remaining sequences show sufficiently strong
binding affinity. The threshold of affinity will be increased each time. At the end the
process all remaining sequences show strong binding affinity to the target.
DNase I Footprinting method was developed in [14]. This method relies on elec-
trophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA). The main idea in this method is to find the
difference in the pattern generated by deoxyribonuclease (DNase) enzyme when the
experiment is done on a binding region [31]. Usually, DNase breaks DNA into known
pattern of fragments. But in the case when TF binds the TFBS, the dividing pattern
will change, so that fragment can be identified as TFBS.
The main advantage for the experimental approach is the accurate results that it
is providing. However, it has several disadvantages, such as: high cost, slow nature
of the experimental results.
II.2 Computational Approaches
Computational methods are considered one of the important techniques to predict
TFBSs. This section will introduce two key computational methods of these types.
The first one uses genomic sequence motifs to build TFBS models and use such
models to identify TFBSs, usually in the promoter region of genes. The other uses
evolutionary information to identify TFBSs.
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II.2.1 Position Weight Matrix
PWM [21], or Position Specific Score Matrix (PSSM), is considered the most popular
way to model collections of TFBSs. Databases like TRANSFAC [53] and JASPAR
[2] provide PWMs as models to predict TFBSs. As a model, PWM captures the
frequencies of nucleotides in a group of DNA sequences at certain positions.
PWM model can be considered as a zero-order markov model. This means that
a state at any position is independent from all other positions. The construction of
PWM model is simple. Given a set of DNA sequences of length L, the occurrence of
the possible states in that model is counted for each position. For DNA sequences
there are four possible states which are A,C,G,T, Figure II.1 shows the process of
construction a PWM. After that position weight matrix can be normalized, then
each entry of the matrix represents the likelihood of the nucleotide at that position.
Given a sequence S of length L, we can calculate its matching score to the PWM
as following: for each nucleotide in the sequence we sum the probability of observing
that nucleotide at that position from the PWM. If the score is above certain threshold,
the sequence is considered to match the matrix. The threshold usually is defined by
the user of the algorithm.
Relations of TFBSs and PWMs are threefold:
(a) a PWM model can be built based on a group of real or candidate TFBSs; in this
case the set of aligned TFBS motifs is used;
(b) one can use PWMs to identify candidate TFBSs in the DNA genomic sequence;
target sequences are scanned with a sliding window, whose length corresponds to
the PWM; the content of the window is matched to the PWM and a matching
score for each window is calculated; DNA sequences contained in sliding windows
with the score above certain threshold are considered as predicted TFBSs;
(c) one can try to identify PWM models from a set of longer sequences/fragments
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Figure II.1: PWM construction example
that contain TFBSs; this can be implemented in many ways; one is based on the
ab initio motif discovery algorithms which may use PWMs to build TFBS models,
such as in methods based on use Gibbs sampling [12], Expectation Maximization
(EM) [51], or greedy approach [22], etc
The most obvious trade-off in using PWMs for motif discovery is how to set the
threshold properly to keep balance between the low false positive and the high true
positive predictions. For example, maintaining high threshold will result in high
quality predictions, but these predictions may miss many of the real motifs. On the
other hand, reducing the threshold level will result in predicting more real binding
sites, but in almost all cases it will result in a huge number of false positive sites.
II.2.2 Phylogenetic footprinting
Phylogenetic footprinting [15] identifies TFBSs from the conserved non-coding regu-
latory regions based on comparison from multiple species [40, 33]. The key argument
behind this approach is that the conserved short sequences are likely to be important
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(and thus they are conserved) and because they are in the non-coding regulatory re-
gions they are likely to represent TFBSs. On the other hand, it is known that TFBSs
can be conserved across some species [35].
A generic computational approach is to use global multiple alignment across the
different species for specific regulatory regions, and then identify the conserved mo-
tifs across all species in these regions [35]. The critical step in the process of the
phylogenetic footprinting is choosing the species to be used for the comparison [40].
The selection process should guarantee that evolutionary distance between any two
species is sufficient to identify the conserved regions [33].
Many systems were developed to predict TFBSs using phylogenetic footprinting.
These systems include: MicroFootPrinter [47] which is developed for prokaryotes.
It uses BLAST program [49] to search for homology proteins for the desired gene.
Another system is FootPrinter [35], which is based on dynamic programing paradigm
to search for the conserved DNA segments.
In general, computational methods are faster and more cost effective than exper-
imental methods. On the other hand it suffers from high false positive rate.
II.3 Hybrid Methods
Hybrid methods can considered as a trade-off between experimental methods’ accu-
racy and the computational methods speed, also it can be cost effective if the correct
technology is used in the correct case. Recent years witnessed emerging new meth-
ods for determining protein-DNA interaction based on ChIP technology [34]. ChIP
process includes cross linking the DNA with the protein using formaldehyde, followed
by DNA sonication, and after that the target proteins are precipitated using specific
antibodies.
Genomics-based methods, such as microarrays and sequencing, are used to identify
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TFBSs from DNA fragments resulting from ChIP. When ChIP method is used in
combination with microarray hybridization, the resulting technology is called ChIP-
on-chip or ChIP-chip [8]. Yet another method emerged with the development of high
throughput sequencing technologies, where a sequencing process follows ChIP. This
method is called ChIP-sequencing or ChIP-seq [52].
Both methods (ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq) produce a large volume of data that
requires computational analysis to identify TFBSs in an accurate manner. Compu-
tational analysis includes: image processing for the microarray, sequence alignment,
noise cancellation, signal peaks detection, and ab initio motif detection. The following
sections will briefly introduce ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq methods.
II.3.1 ChIP-chip
As mentioned before, ChIP-chip consists of ChIP process followed by microarray
hybridization. Computational analysis pipeline starts with image processing for mi-
croarray images, followed by the construction of signal peaks. Then, the abundance
false signals can be reduced using False Discovery Rate (FDR) [9]. At this stage when
the ChIP-chip peaks are identified the approach also identifies sequences (of length
varying from tens of bps to several thousands bps) likely to contain TFBSs for the TF
in question. To find these TFBSs any computational method for predicting TFBS
can be used. This is usually done by identifying the most prominent motifs in these
sequences.
Many computational methods were developed to process ChIP-chip data. rMAT
[1] is an R package that uses empirical background distribution developed in MAT
algorithm [54] to detect ChIP-chip signals also. Joint Binding Deconvolution (JBD)
method [56] incorporates additional ChIP data to improve sensitivity and specificity.
In MA2C [29], a normalization method was implemented based on the GC content
of the microarray probes.
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Nowadays, ChIP-chip technology is not widely used, because it is outperformed
by the emerging of ChIP-seq technology [30]. A comparison between the two methods
is discussed in section II.3.3.
II.3.2 ChIP-seq
Development of high throughput sequencing methods forms the basis of emerging
ChIP-seq technology. ChIP-seq method consists of two stages. The first stage is
ChIP, whilst in the second stage the associated sequences that are precipitated with
the target TFs are sequenced using high throughput sequencing methods. Since ChIP-
seq produces huge amount of data, a group of preprocessing and analysis steps has
to be applied on this type of data. Chapter III discusses the computational analysis
of this data in details.
II.3.3 ChIP-seq Vs ChIP-chip: advantages and disadvan-
tages
ChIP-seq outperforms ChIP-chip because of several advantages [42]: First, ChIP-
chip is considered to produce noisy data compared to ChIP-seq experiments, mainly
because it suffers from cross hybridization between the probes. Also, different GC
content between probes may lead to lower data quality. Second, ChIP-seq depends
on tag count to measure the signal strength, while ChIP-chip depends on probe light
intensity. This leads to the situation that ChIP-chip signal strength measurement is
limited by probe saturation while there is no limit on tag counts. Third, the amount
of ChIP data needed in ChIP-seq experiment is smaller than the one in ChIP-chip
experiment. Fourth, the length of ChIP-seq output is shorter than ChIP-chip, where
the range of peaks reported by ChIP-chip is between 50 to 300 bps, while the one for
ChIP-seq is reported to be less than 50 bps. Finally, the coverage of ChIP-seq peaks
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is greater than that of ChIP-chip because all repetitive regions in ChIP-chip will be
excluded, but this is not always the case in ChIP-seq.
The primary disadvantage of ChIP-seq method is cost [42]. In general, the cost
of ChIP-seq experiment is higher, but the technology can be cost effective when
analyzing large amount of data as in the genome wide analysis. ChIP-chip is more
cost effective when analyzing local areas from genome.
The last point to be made out is that all computational results have to be verified
experimentally as the original purpose of the computational analysis is to identify
candidates which most likely contain the TFBSs of the target TF.
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Chapter III
Computational Analysis of
ChIP-seq Data
Using the ChIP-seq technology we can perform genome-wide experiments regarding
binding of TFs to DNA. These experiments produce high volume of data. This data
requires further computational analysis to discern the TFBSs for the TF in question.
Regardless the aims of ChIP-seq experiments the analysis of the experimental data
is the same. Many computational approaches where developed to analyze this type
of data and in this chapter we review some of these.
A general pipeline that analyzes ChIP-seq data consists of the following processes:
tags alignment, profiling, peaks calling, and in our case ab-initio motif identification.
There are many possible implementations for these procedures. In this section we will
discuss the concepts behind these steps and different implementations as reported in
the literature.
III.1 Tags Alignment
The process of tag alignment includes mapping of ChIP-seq fragments to the reference
genome. The alignment of ChIP-seq DNA fragments (tags) is an example of alignment
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of small length sequences to long references. This process is computationally intensive
and may take long time. Making correct heuristics and reference indexing will increase
the speed of alignment multiple times. There are many examples of alignment tools
that are specialized for this task such as BLAT [55] and BWA [24].
The main issues in the alignment process regarding ChIP-seq data are that a tag
can be mapped into multiple locations of the genome and that multiple tags can be
mapped into the same locations of the genome. The simplest solution of the first
problem is to ignore the tags mapped to multiple locations in the genome, and for
the second problem to take one instance of multiple tags aligned to the same location.
More complex solutions can also be implemented. For example, one can use ClustalW
[38]. This is software for multiple sequence alignment that uses probabilistic models
to give a score to each location that a tag is mapped into and the location with the
highest score can be selected as the mapped location. The multiple tags mapped to
the same location are most likely based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR). A model
based method was implemented in [57] to remove duplicates for the same location.
III.2 Profiling
The main purpose of profiling is to represent the aligned tags in a form that facilitate
the process of determining regions enriched by mapped ChIP-seq data from others.
Another purpose of profiling is to smooth the signal generated by the aligned tags
[48]. Many techniques are used to build profile from the aligned data. Examples
of these are: window scan [23, 57, 11], tags aggregation [20, 6], and kernel density
estimation [5, 3].
In the window scan method, which is considered the simplest, a window with
fixed width will slide along the whole genome and replace the tag count at each
window position with the sum of ChIP-seq tags included in the window centered at
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that position [48]. Many variants of this method were implemented with ChIP-seq
analysis systems. For example, SiSSRs [44] implemented the simplest version of this
method as described above; on the other hand, CisGenome [23] is using strand specific
profiling where each strand has its own profile and then the two profiles are merged
in one; MACS [57] shifts tags before window scanning, while SICER [11] allows gaps
during the scanning.
Tags aggregation method combines all overlapped ChIP-seq data into one signal.
GLITR [20] and FindPeaks [6] are examples of systems that implement this method.
Another variant of tag aggregation is used in XSET [19] that extends tags to the
expected fragment length and then aggregates them. An example of systems that are
using this method is PeakSeq [26].
KDE is a non-parametric method that estimates the probability density function
(PDF) and it is also used as a signal smoother. F-Seq [5] and QuEST [3] use different
forms of KDE with Gaussian kernel.
In the case of strand specific profiling, a shift operation is performed after con-
structing strands profiles. The main purpose of shifting is to merge strands profile
into one profile in the case of strand specific profiling. Figure III.1 shows positive
strand profile before shifting, negative strand profile before shifting, and the merged
profile after shifting both distributions towards the center. In that figure the blue dis-
tribution represents the positive strand, the green distribution represents the negative
strand, and the final profile is represented by the red distribution.
Many approaches were used to estimate the shift for the strands. In CisGenome
[23] the peak shift is estimated based only on the high quality peaks; in QuEST [3]
the shift is estimated as the distance that maximizes the cross-correlation between
the peaks from the positive strand and negative strand. Another approach is to
make the shift as an input parameter to the system such as in SICER [11] and then
computationally determine the best one. The main problem of the shift estimation
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process is that if the shift is underestimated or overestimated some real peaks could
be missed [48].
In contrast, in this study shifting was not implementing due to the following
reasons:
(a) estimation of shift may lead to wrong estimate,
(b) it is possible to derive ChIP-seq fragments corresponding to peaks without per-
forming shifting.
 
 
Forward strand profile
Reverse strand profile
Combined strands profile
Figure III.1: Peak shift and profile merging
III.3 Peak Calling
This procedure makes selection of peaks and in this manner influences selection of real
peaks. The aim is to select most of the real peaks at the expense of the false positive
peaks. Real peaks are corresponding to ends for the binding regions for both strands
[57], while in most cases false positive peaks are corresponding to a contamination
process that may happen during the experiment. Usually a ranking procedure takes
place to identify best peaks among all other peaks. Peaks are ranked based on p-
values as in MACS [57], and SiSSRS [44]. Other systems are using q-value as the
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ranking score such as PeasSeq [26] and QuEST [3]. The other way to rank peaks is
just to rank it by the maximum number of overlapped tags as in CisGenome [23] and
F-Seq [5].
A preprocessing step comes before the actual peaks calling. This procedure is
associated with FDR calculation [9]. The process varies between systems in terms of
implementation. It also varies within the same system depending on the ChIP-seq
experiment type depending on whether it is one sample experiment or two samples
experiment. In a two samples experiment the control data is present. The control
data in most of the cases is generated by doing the experiment without including
any antibody targets, which are used to precipitate the binding regions during ChIP
process.
The most common form of the FDR in the case of two samples experiment is
computed as following: the number of tags in a ChIP-seq peaks, and the number of
control tags that are mapped to the same peak region are calculated. Then FDR is
calculated as the ratio between the number of control tags and the number of ChIP-
seq tags in that peak. Systems like GLITR [20], MACS [57], and QuEST [3], are
using this method. CisGenome [23] is using conditional Binomial distribution, while
SICER [11] is using Poisson distribution p-values as FDR.
In the case of the one sample experiment many methods were used. The most
popular two are the Poisson distribution background as in PeakSeq [26], and Monte
Carlo simulation as in FindPeaks [6]. On the other hand, some of the systems do not
use FDR in their algorithms, such as is the case with F-seq [5] where FDR is not used
neither for one experiment nor for two experiments data.
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III.4 Ab-initio Motif Identification
Motif identification is the process of selecting over-represented motifs (motif families)
in a group of sequences. Finding over-represented motifs is considered as a combina-
torial problem [39]. This means that we need to enumerate all possibilities to find the
over representative motifs in a group of sequences. By this fact we can see that the
complexity of this combinatorial approach is growing in an exponential rate. Also,
motif finding problem can be classified as an NP-complete problem.
Many methods were develop to approximate this problem, an example of algo-
rithms that approximate these motifs are: Gibbs Sampling [12], EM [51], and greedy
approach[22].
Gibbs Sampling approach uses PWM as the model. It selects one sequence at
the time to improve its PWM model. Initially the Gibbs Sampling algorithm selects
a random motif with length L from each input sequence, then it constructs PWM
model out of those motifs. It also constructs a background model by removing the
selected motifs from sequences, then it constructs the background PWM as a sum of
frequencies of each nucleotide in all positions.
After constructing the initial model, the algorithm samples one sequence in each
iteration. At every iteration, the algorithm will remove the selected motif correspond-
ing to that sequence from the list of selected motifs generated from the previous iter-
ation, then it will reconstruct its PWM. The sequence will be evaluated by the new
model using a sliding window and a weight is calculated for each window. A new
motif will be randomly selected from that sequence to add to the PWM based on
the calculated weights. The algorithm stops when there is no improvement on the
constructed model.
EM also uses PWM to construct its model. It consists of two stages, the expec-
tation stage where the model and its parameters are recalculated from the previous
iteration, and the maximization stage where the model and its parameters are refined
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until some convergence criteria are met.
Initially, the algorithm picks random motifs from each input sequence and build
its PWM, it also initialize its parameters randomly. In the expectation stage the
constructed PWM is evaluated through all sequences using a sliding window. In
the maximization stage motifs with the highest scores in each sequence are used to
reconstruct the PWM model and the algorithm also refines its parameters in this
stage. The algorithm will stop when there is no improvement of the model.
In the greedy approach, the PWM model is refined in a greedy fashion which
means that the algorithm will apply local optimization on each step to find the model.
Initially, the algorithm starts with one sequence, then it starts adding one sequence
in each iteration. The new added sequence will satisfy the condition of maximizing
the information content at that iteration.
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Chapter IV
Pipeline Design and
Implementation
This chapter will explore the details of the design and implementation of the system
for identification of TFBSs from the ChIP-seq peak fragments. The system is im-
plemented as a pipeline where each processing stage depends on the output of the
previous processing stage. Figure IV.1 shows the block diagram of the system that
contains five subsystems starting from strands profiling and ending with reporting
the best models that represent the model of presumed TFBSs of the targeted TF.
Each of these subsystems will be discussed in a separate section.
IV.1 Signal Profiling
The purpose of the signal profiling process is to align input ChIP-seq fragments in
a form that will allow easier detection of potential motifs. The profiling strategy
used in this study is tags aggregation followed by window scan for each group of
the aggregated data in order to smooth the overall signal. The reason of using this
method is the time-efficiency compared to the window scan and KDE methods, since
in each of these latter two methods one needs to scan the whole genome. In the
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Figure IV.1: System block diagram
case of tags aggregation, however, the algorithm only processes the alignment files.
Algorithm 1 is described by the pseudo code of the profiling algorithm
Algorithm 1 : Profiler Algorithm
Require: tag1−n
i← 1
append(peaki, tag1)
for all tagj in strand where j > 1 do
if start(tagj) ≤ end(tagj − 1) then
append(peaki, tagj)
else
for all wnidowj in peaki do
densityij =
∑j+win length
j nucleotides within the window
end for
i← i+ 1
append(peaksi, tagj)
end if
end for
return peaks,density
The algorithm will check all the overlapped ChIP-seq tags. Then, it will construct
the signal using the window scanning method with window length equal to approx-
imately the third of the fragment length. After constructing the signal, the average
density of this signal is calculated as the average value of densities among all windows
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in the signal as in equation IV.1. This algorithm is applied on each strand for each
chromosome.
Avgdensity =
∑n
j=1 densityj
n
(IV.1)
Figure IV.2 illustrates the profiling process. At the beginning a group of aligned
ChIP-seq tags will be aggregated into groups. After that a sliding window, (of length
2 in this example), will scan through that group. It will assign each start index of the
window with the number of nucleotides in that window. At the end, the signal will
be constructed as at the right most of Figure IV.2. Then for each constructed signal
the average density will be constructed according to equation IV.1. The average
density will be used as the scoring criteria of the signal. Since the most dense regions
in ChIP-seq represent regions with high probability of containing the binding site,
average density will give a good indication for these regions. For example, if there is
a group of aggregated tags that are loosely overlapped then the average density will
be small; however if the group has higher overlap then the average density will be
higher.
Figure IV.2: Profiling process
IV.2 Peaks Calling
In this stage the most enriched peaks will be predicted based on specified criteria.
Peak detection module call peaks for each chromosome separately. The criteria that
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is used to call peaks is based on two conditions: the first one is that the peak shows
a bimodal distribution (this means that the peaks should be present in the forward
strand and the reverse strand as well), this is because ChIP-seq tags represents frag-
ments from both strands [57]; the second criteria is that the enrichment of the peak
should exceed selected threshold for peaks in both strands.
Figure IV.3, shows all the cases that the peaks calling algorithm will deal with
when at least one of the peaks is over the threshold. The first case is when the peak
is present in one strand only. In this case the peak will be rejected because it does
not satisfy the bimodal distribution condition. In second the case, the peak has the
bimodal distribution property, but the peak in the reverse strand has a density smaller
than the selected threshold, so the peak will be rejected. Finally the last peak will be
called since it satisfies both conditions. After calling the peaks, a score of each peak
is calculated as the weighted average of both strands average densities. After that,
the top N peaks will be selected for further processing.The called peaks represent the
longer DNA fragments that ideally contain TFBSs (motifs) that we look for.
Rejected
   peak
Rejected
  peak
called
 peak
Enrichement
threshold
Figure IV.3: Peak calling criteria
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IV.3 Motif Discovery
Motif Discovery process represents a core process in the system. In this study Dragon
Motif Finer [7] was used to derive the candidate TFBSs from the selected peaks.
Dragon Motif Finder algorithm is a parallelized version of the Dragon Motif
Builder [17] but otherwise follows the same logic. The algorithm is based on the
EM concept. The algorithm starts with a collection of sets of randomly randomly
compiled motifs. Each set of motifs is derived form a randomly selected motifs, one
from each of the fragments. The PWM model is derived for each of the motif set. For
each of the initial PWM models, the IC is calculated. The model with the highest IC
is chosen; then an improvement of the motif family captured by the model is made.
All DNA fragments will be scanned along both strands and motifs that have the
highest score above the selected threshold in each fragment will be used to construct
the new PWM of that model. The PWM threshold is provided as input argument
for the algorithm. This process goes iteratively until no change in the model can
be obtained. The algorithm continues selecting models based on IC (and optionally
other parameters such as probability of finding motifs in the background) until the
desired number of motif families is identified. A snapshot of one of the reports that
Dragon Motif Finder produces is shown in Figure IV.4.
The Dragon Motif Finder algorithm will search for all motif families of specified
motif lengths and will model them by PWMs. The other factor in the search process
is the threshold for PWM score, as discussed in section II.2.1. Here is a trade off in
the choice PWM threshold because high threshold will provide high IC models, but
low coverage in the ChIP-seq data. On the other hand, the choice of low threshold
will result in low IC models, thus resulting in the selection of the candidate TFBS
motifs that show great mutual variability, although the coverage will be very high.
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Figure IV.4: Dragon Motif Finder sample output
IV.4 Model Evaluation
This stage relates to the assessment of the model performance using control and test
sequences and the candidate models obtained from the motif discovery process. One
preprocessing stage, the PWM normalization, is required before the model assessment.
The aim of normalization is to produce a PWM that will generate matching scores
in the predefined range from 0 to 1. Here, the higher score corresponds to the better
matching of motif to the model.The normalization process can be described as in
equations IV.2 and IV.3.
factor =
∑
i
maxj(matrixi) (IV.2)
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and
matrixij =
matrixij
factor
(IV.3)
After the normalization process the possible score range for matching the DNA
sequences with the PWM model is between 0 and 1, the 1 representing the highest
score (this corresponds to the best matched sequence). The model matching algorithm
is summarized as in Algorithm 2. The algorithm receives as input the PWM model
and the desired threshold for the score, as well as the sequences to be assessed i.e.
scanned by the model. Then each sequence is scanned using a sliding window that
corresponds to the matrix. Each nucleotide in each of the windows obtained sliding
along the sequences is matched to the element of the matrix on the corresponding
position and the matched outcome is contributing to the overall score. Then, if the
matching score of the sequence in the window exceeds the threshold the sequence is
flagged as covered by that model (i.e. there is a motif from the motif family described
by PWM that can be found in the analyzed sequence).
Algorithm 2 : Matrix Matching
Require: model,sequences
for all sequencei in sequences do
r sequencei = reverse complement(sequencei)
for all sliding windowj in sequencei and r sequencei do
score =
∑
modelwl ⊗ nl
if score > threshold then
hitsi = 1
end if
end for
end for
return hits
IV.5 Model Selection
Model selection is the final stage in the developed pipeline system. It incorporates
information from the model evaluation stage and the models details to set up ranking
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criteria that will take all system variables into consideration accompanied with apply-
ing the appropriate trade-offs. The model selection process consists of two sub-stages:
the p-value filtering, and the models ranking. This model selection/ranking process
of motif models in ChIP-seq data analysis is novel to the best of my knowledge.
Figure IV.5 shows the two sub-stages of the system accompanied with its inputs
and outputs. Using both sub-stages ensures selecting models that show higher en-
richment over control data, and higher coverage in ChIP-seq peaks data. The next
subsections will present the details of each of the sub-stages.
Figure IV.5: Model Selection Stage
IV.5.1 P-value Filtering
The p-value is the likelihood of observing a test statistic (under the null hypothesis) as
large as the one calculated from observations. Here, in our context, the null hypothesis
is formulated as follows: the coverage of a certain model when applied to the actual
data and when applied to the background data is the same. The coverage can be
defined as the number of the peak fragments predicted by the model to contain the
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respective TFBS, and divided by the total number of peak fragments. Hence, p-value
represents the probability that this hypothesis is true.
In literature many statistical tests exist to compute p-values, such as binomial
test, z-test, student test, Fishers exact test, chi-square test, etc. In this study Fishers
exact test is used to compute p-values. In order to calculate p-values, a contingency
table is constructed. Figure IV.6 shows the contingency table for the case of model
selection.
Number of ChIP-seq 
fragments are covered 
by the  model (a) 
Number of ChIP-seq 
fragments are not 
covered by the  model
(c)
Number of control 
fragments are covered 
by the  model (b)  
Number of control 
fragments are  not 
covered by the  model
(d)
Figure IV.6: Contingency table for p value filtering
We can see that the data in each population is split into two categories: fragment
that are covered by a model, and the ones that are not covered. Each of these cate-
gories is labeled from a to d. Then, p-value can be calculated from the hypergeometric
distribution as shown in equation IV.4 [18].
p =
(a+ b)!(c+ d)!(a+ c)!(b+ d)!
a!b!c!d!n!
(IV.4)
where
n = a+ b+ c+ d (IV.5)
Since multiple tests were conducted, the calculated p-value should be corrected
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for multiplicity testing. We used a simple Bonferroni correction method [45]. Then,
the models with the corrected p-value less than the user specified threshold will be
selected to enter the next stage where the models will be ranked.
IV.5.2 Models Ranking
In the model ranking process, the filtered models that show enrichment in the target
data over the control samples will be processed further. The model ranking will take
into consideration two variables to compute the score of each model. These variables
are the model sensitivity on ChIP-seq data (sensitivity), and the models p-value. In
this study, we introduce the following method for ranking models as described in
Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 : Models ranking
Require: models, p-values,p-vlaue-threshold
for all model i in models do
if p valuei 6= 0 then
Scorei = sensitivityi × log10(10 + log10(
p value threshold
p valuei
))
else
append(zero models,modeli)
end if
end for
max score = max(Score)
for all modelj in zero models do
Z scorej = max socre+ sensitivityi
end for
all scores = combine(Score, Z score)
sort(all scores)
return all scores
As follows from Algorithm 3 the ranking process combines multiple factors to en-
hance the model ranking process. The first term in the equation represents sensitivity
over ChIP-seq data. This sensitivity can be obtained as the average of the model cov-
erage on the training data and the testing data. The last term represents the scaled
p-value. The main reason of p-value scaling is to transform the original p-values into
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a range that is comparable to other factors, since the p-value is frequently too small
compared to the sensitivity.
Also, the algorithm handles the case when p-value is equal to zero. Simply, the
algorithm ensures that models with p-value equal to zero are ranked at the top (the top
being the best). This is because p-value of zero usually comes from high coverage of
the real data and very low coverage (that may reach zero coverage) of the background
data. Since multiple models can have p-value zero, their mutual ranking is based on
the coverage.
For the other cases, the way how algorithm determined the model preference is
to compute the score for all models where p-value is not zero. Then it will add the
coverage to the maximum score achieved in the computed scores. In the application
on two ChIP-seq data, the algorithm places on the top the motifs we expect to find.
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Chapter V
Computational Experiments,
Results, and Discussion
This chapter will describe the computational framework that has been set to test the
pipeline discussed in Chapter IV, After that, the results are presented and discussed.
V.1 Computational Experiments
This section will describe the experiments used to evaluate the pipeline. First, data
used in these experiments will be described. Then, all variants of experiments will be
described as well.
V.1.1 Datasets
Datasets used in this study are for human TFBSs for which their TFBSs have been
partly known and thus they have their TFBS models in the form of PWMs. Because
of this, it is possible to assess if the models identified by our pipeline are good or not.
Data was retrieved from the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) [13] that can
be found at a public repository of ChIP-seq data (http://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/downloads.html).
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Datasets include data for two TFs targets. The first data set corresponds to TF known
as neuron-restrictive silencer factor (NRSF) and the ChIP-seq experiments were made
using BE2 C cell line (Human neuroblastoma cells). The second dataset corresponds
to TF known as growth-associated binding protein (GABP) with experiments done
using Gm12878 cell line (lymphoblastiod). All dataset files are ChIP-seq fragments
aligned to the human genome. They are given in the BED file format.
V.1.2 Experimentation’s Flow
All experiments start with building the profile for each dataset. Then peaks of each
datasets are called. After calling ChIP-seq peaks, the actual sequences corresponding
to the peaks are extracted from the reference human genome (hg19). Then, the
sequences (regions) corresponding to the top 1500 peaks (the most enriched ones)
from each dataset are extracted. The 1500 sequences are divided into two sets of
equal sizes. One set is referred to as the training set, while the other as the testing
set. Usually, the splitting process is performed randomly, but in this study the split
is made as follows: from the 1500 top ranked sequences, every second is selected to
be in the test set. The remaining ones made the training set. The split was made in
that way to keep the quality content of sequences balanced between the training and
the testing sets.
After that, the training set is used to build the TFBSs models using Dragon Motif
Finder tool. An exhaustive search was made by generating 100 models for each motif
length from 5-20 bp, and for each PWM threshold value from 0.7-0.9 using the step
of 0.05. This leads to a total of 8000 models generated for each TF target dataset.
The next stage is the model evaluation on the background data and the testing data.
Here, the p-values are calculated from the coverage values reported by the model, and
the coverage values from applying the model to the background data. Test coverage
is calculated by evaluating models on the testing data. Two backgrounds variants
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were used to determine the p-values. The first one is the control data for the cell line
for which the ChIP-seq experiment was made. The same number of control peaks as
the number of the training peaks is selected randomly from the control data.
The second variant of the background data is a shuﬄed version of the training
data itself. The shuﬄing process was performed using a program called uShuﬄe
[37]. This program performs random shuﬄing of the sequence while keeping a k-mer
content conserved. This program performs random shuﬄing of the sequence while
keeping a k-mer content conserved. The shuﬄing that was performed kept 1-mer
(mononucleotide) content conserved in the training sequences.
After that, for each background type the model is selected as discussed in Section
IV.5. So, at the end, two rankings were produced, one based on the cell line control
data, and the other based on shuﬄed training sequenced data.
V.2 Results and Discussion
This section will show the results obtained by applying the pipeline system to the
NRSF and GABP ChIP-seq datasets. Tables V.1 - V.4 resent the top 5 TFBSs
found by the method described in Chapter IV. Results are reported for both shuﬄed
background and the cell line control background.
Table V.1 shows the top ranked TFBSs for NRSF TF based on shuﬄed back-
ground. The first motif in the table shows high similarity to the reported TFBS from
TRANSFAC. Figure V.1 shows both binding sites in a form of sequence logo (where
the x-axis represents the position in the motif and y-axis represents the IC of that
position). One can see that the sequence reported by our system from positions 1
to 15 is very similar to the sequence reported by TRANSFAC from position 3 to 17.
There is no possibility to correctly compare the IC for the two collections of binding
sites represented in Figure V.1 because TRANSFAC binding site model is built from
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only 21 TFBS sequences likely to introduce a strong bias at some positions, while
our model is build from 627 sequences. It can be observed that the length of the
binding site identified by our system from the ChIP-seq data is 15, while the binding
site reported by TRANSFAC from experimental resources is 21.
Table V.1: Top 5 ranked NRSF TFBSs based on shuﬄed background
Predicted model consensus Score P-value Train coverage Test coverage
CAGCACCAYGGACAG 1.35 3.74151e-39 0.837 0.806
CTGCTCT 1.33 7.3169e-20 0.968 0.956
AGGCAGGGG 1.32 1.41629e-23 0.921 0.916
TGCTGA 1.29 6.34717e-19 0.926 0.973
CTCTGCCT 1.24 9.52286e-26 0.763 0.929
Another conclusion can be made from Table V.1. The motifs that follow the top
motif show high coverage with small p-values as well. One explanation is that there
are multiple TFBSs that are close to NRSF binding sites. This suggests that possibly
other TFs that bind such TFBSs are required for the proper activity of NRSF. This
is hypothesis and it requires further detailed analysis. Another explanation could be
that NRSF could actually bind these other TFBSs in which case these would be the
new models of NRSF binding sites. This is also a hypothesis that requires detailed
experimental validation.
In Table V.2 the binding sites for NRSF TF are reported, using cell line control
data as a background. One can see that the consensus motif for the first (top) model
differs from the one reported in TRANSFAC. However, partial similarities between
other motifs reported using our approach and motifs reported using shuﬄed data can
be observed. For example there is a partial similarity between the fourth sequence
from Table V.1 and the last sequence from Table V.2.
Figure V.1(c) shows the sequence logo resulted by running the data through ChIP-
Munk [32] (A program for finding TFBSs from ChIP-seq data). We can observe very
high similarity between the logo resulted by this study and the logo generated by
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(a) NRSF logo from table V.1 for the NRSF motifs gen-
erated by our pipeline
(b) NRSF logo from TRANSFAC
(c) NRSF logo from running data on ChIPMunk [32]
Figure V.1: NRSF logos comparison.
ChIPMunk. Also, the information content for both our motif family and ChIPMunk
motif family is comparable.
Moving to GABP TF, Table V.3 shows the top ranked TFBSs using shuﬄed train
data as background. By looking at the first sequence in Table V.3, we observe that
there is very high similarity between the motif consensus and the consensus reported
by TRANSFAC. This is shown in V.2(a) and V.2(c).
In terms of motifs quality, binding sites reported using shuﬄed data as a back-
ground and TRANSFAC binding sites show consistent quality in terms of IC. It is
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Table V.2: Top 5 ranked NRSF TFBSs based on cell line control data
Predicted model consensus Score P-value Train coverage Test coverage
GGGCAGRGGCG 1.84 1.47037e-119 0.890 0.874
GGGAGGCRGAG 1.81 1.65479e-116 0.877 0.858
KGGTGCTGARG 1.80 2.50872e-127 0.853 0.849
GAGGCKGRGGC 1.80 1.18639e-115 0.877 0.854
GCCYCMGCCTC 1.78 1.18639e-115 0.865 0.852
interesting to note that TRANSFAC GABP binding sites are derived from ChIP-seq
data. Also, the length of both binding motifs is similar.
Table V.3: Top 5 ranked GABP TFBSs based on shuﬄed background
Predicted model consensus Score P-value Train coverage Test coverage
CACTTCCGGCSCC 1.989 2.15856e-120 0.958 0.94
ACTTCCG 1.988 7.95426e-105 0.976 0.976
CCGGAAGTGGC 1.970 3.02955e-126 0.93 0.94
SCGCCACTTCCGGCSCC 1.960 2.72814e-121 0.944 0.930
GGSGCCGGAAGTG 1.960 2.15856e-120 0.936 0.94
On the other hand, by looking to the other motifs in Table V.3, it is obvious
that the consensus motif CACTTCCGGCSCC of the first motif family is contained
within the consensus motif of the fourth motif family covering positions from 5 to the
end of consensus sequence. The second, third, and fifth motifs contain also common
subsequences. The motif ACTTCCG is present in the second motif and the reverse
complement of the third and the fifth motif implying that the motif ACTTCCG is a
strong candidate binding site for another TF that could bind together with GABP in
the process of gene regulation in that cell. Also, it could be an alternative TFBS for
GABP.
In the case when cell line control data is used as the background, the pipeline also
identified the desired TFBS but only partially (see sequence logo in Figure V.2(b)).
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(a) GABP logo from table V.3 from motifs
derived by our pipeline
(b) GABP logo from table V.4 from motifs
derived by our pipeline
(c) GABP logo from TRANSFAC (d) GABP logo from running data on
ChIPMunk [32]
Figure V.2: GABP logos comparison.
The reported motif shows a high similarity to TRANSFAC motif from positions 4 to
12. The IC for the reported binding site is also comparable to the reference IC, since
the TRANSFAC version of GABP binding sites is derived from a large number of 500
ChIP-seq identified TFBS data, so the discrepancy in the number of TFBSs used in
our method that those of TRANSFAC is not that dramatic as it was for NRSF.
Table V.4: Top 5 ranked GABP TFBSs based on cell line control data
Predicted model consensus Score P-value Train coverage Test coverage
TTCCGGCGS 3.130 0 0.956 0.950
ACTTCCGGCSCC 3.100 0 0.958 0.941
GGMGCCGGAAGT 3.309 0 0.957 0.941
CGCCGGAAG 3.308 0 0.938 0.958
GCCACTTCCGGC 3.307 0 0.954 0.940
It is shown in Table V.4 that all p-values for the reported motif families are zero,
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which implies that the only factor that affects the models ranking is the coverage of
the model on the training and the testing data. Common motifs are also found in
this experiment among the top 5 motif families. The motif TCCGGC is common
between the first motif, the fifth motif, the third motif reverse complement and the
fourth motif reverse complement.
Figure V.2(d) shows the sequence logo generated by the ChIPMunk program on
GABP TF data. The logo shows similarity to the logo generated by our approach
and the one from TRANSFAC, but the sequence is shifted to right by two nucleotides
which makes it misses the first two nucleotides. It is however not possible to say
which of the models is more correct.
By analyzing these results, the model selection based on the shuﬄed training
data shows a better performance over the model selection based on the cell line
experimental data. This conclusion is based on the two datasets that are used in
this study, so it is not possible to generalize it. A superficial view of the situation
should lead to the conclusion that the cell line experimental data is better than the
artificially generated data. However, artificially shuﬄed data used as background
results in more precision in the predicted motifs compared to cell line data, at least
in the experiments we made.
One more type of analysis has been made, in which we have tried to check for a
pattern in the distribution of the predicted TFBSs in both datasets. Figures V.3(a)
and V.3(b) show the distribution for the predicted sites for NRSF and GABP TFs.
To obtain these distributions the fragments (which are of different length) are split
into 3 equal parts corresponding to the start, middle and end part of the fragment.
Figure V.2 shows the same type of distribution of the location within the fragment
of the predicted best motif. One can observe that the right end side of the ChIP-seq
peak is highly enriched with these motifs. This pattern could have been obtained
because ChIP-seq profiling stage does not perform shifting of the peaks from both
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(b) Distribution for GABP predicted binding sites
Figure V.3: Distributions of the predicted binding sites
strands. However, this observation requires a more detailed analysis that is not
possible due to time limitation of this study.
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Chapter VI
Conclusion
In this study, a computational methodology was developed to identify TFBSs from
ChIP-seq data. The method defines three major steps, which are ChIP-seq data
processing, motif discovery and models selection. It showed high quality prediction
of TFBSs based on comparison with the TRANSFAC reference binding sites. This
study contributed the new motif family ranking strategy for ab-initio motif families
identified from ChIP-seq fragments.
We showed that, through the use of our system, it is possible to predict other
binding sites that may work in synergy with the target TF in gene regulation. Also,
our method produces better accuracy results when artificially shuﬄed ChIP-seq frag-
ments are used as the background, as compared to the situation when the cell line
background data is used for the same purpose.
The pipeline system developed here may be further extended to point to the
way how to construct a more efficient global scoring function for models selection
and model ranking. Finally, implementing other types of TFBS models may lead to
enhanced accuracy of the proposed method.
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